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EMPOWERING VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS

Interactive Digital Solutions brings over 20 years of design, deployment, support, and data analytics to AV and video communication systems across all industries. Remove technology barriers and simplify workflows with professional video communication solutions so you and your team can achieve peak productivity. Leverage customized AV solutions to bring people together, protected by US-based managed services and amplified with data analytics. 

























What We Do

Interactive Digital Solutions provides video communication, AV integration, and managed services to organizations of all kinds that are looking to improve their communication and technology strategies. We work with some of the world’s leading technology providers to create complete end-to-end technology and platform solutions. Our monitoring and management services are available 24/7 year-round to ensure that our customers’ systems remain optimized with maximum uptime. With our partners and customers, we’re Team IDS.


























DESIGN

Every project is different with its own challenges, which is why we work with each customer to understand the overall goals of their projects. We customize designs to accommodate unique spaces, oddly shaped conference rooms, natural or artificial lighting, multipurpose rooms, and anything else that may come up along the way. Our team has seen it all and can confidently meet the needs of your new space.

LEARN MORE




























BUILD

We implement each project with best-in-class technologies that are future-proof so that you get the maximum uptime and longevity of your investment. Our design team considers the purpose of each room and its users to provide options that may not have been considered before, like using discreet ceiling speakers and microphones to avoid distracting tabletop units. Small details like this throughout the build process helps to ensure that you’re delighted with the results.

LEARN MORE





























SUPPORT

Our design team uses technology and platforms built with scalability and flexibility in mind. This allows you to expand your boardroom solutions to be duplicated into smaller break-out rooms or across the entire organization. For faster onboarding and technology adoption, you can roll out a seamless user experience across multiple buildings, offices, or campuses.

Learn More






















Ready to discover the right video
communication solution for you?







Connect with us
















You’re different.
Why isn’t your video conferencing strategy?







Our Mission

We believe that technology shouldn’t be the barrier to easy, sophisticated video communications. That’s why we create simple to use solutions that integrate workflows across departments and lift productivity.







Our Services

We have you covered. We design, deploy, integrate, and manage your projects throughout the whole process for a completely unique solution that works for you.


















SOLUTION

VIDEO CONFERENCING

The use of video conferencing has spread beyond the office into various industries. It has become the go-to communication tool for people who work on manufacturing floors, loading docks, or travel frequently. To be successful in these on-the-go jobs, you’ll need to find the right video conferencing provider and equipment. We partner with top video conferencing platforms, such as Zoom, Microsoft Team, and Vidyo, in order to ensure that we match you with the best services at a competitive price.

Discover More































CASE STUDY

forum credit union

FORUM Credit Union’s administrative team was operating in a uniquely designed boardroom that had dated technology. After employees returned to the office post-COVID, they had a mix of on-site, remote, and hybrid workers. They needed to update the room’s hardware and find a better technology solution to meet their new challenges.

Continue Reading














WHITEPAPER

IMPROVING HOSPITAL
PERFORMANCE AND
PATIENT EXPERIENCE

As demand for healthcare has increased but resources have not, providers need to seek other options for ensuring the safety of patients. By employing virtual observation, hospitals can provide more consistent patient monitoring and communication as well as staff support

Download Now































SOLUTIONS

RETURN TO OFFICE

More and more organizations are returning to the office after months of working remotely. Discover what new technologies are available to make your transition to in-person, full-time remote, or hybrid settings work for you.

Return to Office Solutions
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